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Background

Nuclear Security: Is the prevention and detection of, and

response to theft, sabotage, unauthorized access, illegal

transfer or other malicious acts involving nuclear or other

radioactive substances or their associated facilities

Terrorists could obtain the knowhow needed for making

a nuclear weapon and steal a highly enriched uranium or

plutonium to make a dirty bomb.

Nuclear terrorism is one of the most challenging threats

to international security through the use of nuclear

materials

Apart from the death toll and direct physical destruction,

a nuclear attack would have far-reaching consequences
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Thus, strong nuclear security measures are the most

effective means to prevent terrorists, criminals, or other

unauthorized actors from acquiring nuclear materials

Radiological materials-from discarded medical,

industrial and commercial applications could be

incorporated into an improvised explosives device (IED)

that could disperse radioactive material in a densely

populated area.

There are several hundred thousand items containing

radiological materials worldwide.

In addition, terrorists could use sabotage and deception

to cause a severe accident at a nuclear power plant.

Background Cont.
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Few kilograms of weapons-grade uranium or plutonium

are sufficient to yield a nuclear explosion.

Most of these materials are in the hands of few states with

nuclear weapons, but some of it are used in states without

the high-security infrastructure associated with national

nuclear defense programs.

The inventory of weapons-grade uranium is about 1,600

tons and 500 tons of plutonium in stock worldwide.

More than 20 tons of weapons-grade uranium is used for

civilian purposes in states without nuclear weapons.

Background Cont.
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Background Cont.

Shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the world

became alarmed by the seizure of small quantities of highly

enriched uranium and plutonium by law enforcement

personnel in Central and Eastern Europe.

Attention focused on plutonium and enriched uranium in

the Soviet Nuclear Complex which consist of hundred of

sites.

Since then, Russia has significantly improved the security

of these materials, but Western officials suspect that the

whereabouts of some weapons-usable materials may not

even be known to Russian authorities.

The (IAEA) has documented about 2,164 cases of illicit

trafficking nuclear materials worldwide.
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Background Cont.

In a case that was exposed by police in Moldova,
smugglers tried to disguise a cache of several stolen
kilograms of highly enriched uranium by shielding it with
protective material.

Despite the threats and some documented cases of
smuggling, the chances of a terrorist attack with nuclear
weapons remains very low.

But given a wider use of radiological sources in a variety
of industrial, medical, and other commercial applications,
there are some greater chances of terrorists acquiring these
materials.

An attack involving radioactive materials would be orders of
magnitude less destructive than an attack involving a nuclear
device, though still very damaging.
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2010 Washington NSS

Reasons

President Barack Obama proposed to hold a Nuclear

Security Summit in 2010 in his Prague speech on April 5th

2009, and said nuclear terrorism is the “most immediate

and extreme threat to global security” and announced

“new international effort to secure all vulnerable nuclear

materials around the world within four years”.

Forty seven (47) head of States including five African

countries: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria and South

Africa gathered in Washington D.C. from April 12-13,

2010 and made strong commitments to strengthen nuclear

security and reduce the threat of nuclear terrorism.
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2010 Washington NSS Cont.

The 2010 Nuclear Security Summit also focused on

efforts to secure nuclear weapons-usable materials and

nuclear disarmament.
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2010 Washington NSS Cont.

Objectives

To secure all vulnerable materials worldwide from the

reach of thieves and terrorist within four years.

To reduce the threats of nuclear terrorism and plans to

share the progress on meeting these objectives at a second

summit in Seoul.
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Nigeria’s Participation

The participation of President Goodluck Jonathan at

the April 2010 NSS in Washington and 2012 Seoul,

is a clear demonstration of Nigeria’s commitment at

the highest political level, to national, regional and

global efforts at preventing nuclear terrorism and

ensuring nuclear security.

Nigeria shall also enhance bilateral, regional and

multinational cooperation with state parties and

internationally recognized organizations on nuclear

security and fully implement all existing

international nuclear security commitments.
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Nigeria Participation Cont.

Nigeria also participated at all the Sherpa Meetings on

Nuclear Security since the 2010 Washington Summit,

namely:

Argentina 2010

Helsinki, Finland from 4th – 5th October 2011, and

New Delhi, India; January 2012
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2010 Washington NSS Cont.

Communiqué

All States are to work cooperatively as an international
community to advance nuclear security, requesting and
providing assistance as necessary;

Endeavour to fully implement all existing nuclear security
commitments and work towards acceding to those not yet
joined, consistent with national laws, policies and procedures;

Recognize that measures contributing to nuclear material
security have value in relation to the security of radioactive
substances and encourage efforts to secure those materials as
well.

Support the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Material (CPPNM), and the International Convention for the
Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (ICSANT), as
essential elements of the global nuclear security architecture;
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2010 Washington NSS Cont.

Recognize that highly enriched uranium and plutonium require
special precautions and agree to promote measures to secure,
account for, and consolidate these materials, as appropriate;
and encourage the conversion of reactors from highly enriched
to low enriched uranium fuel and minimization of use of highly
enriched uranium, where technically and economically
feasible;

Reaffirm the fundamental responsibility of States, consistent
with their respective international obligations, to maintain
effective security of all nuclear materials, which includes
nuclear materials used in nuclear weapons, and nuclear
facilities under their control; to prevent non-state actors from
obtaining the information or technology required to use such
material for malicious purposes; and emphasize the importance
of robust national legislative and regulatory frameworks for
nuclear security; etc.
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2010 NSS Nigeria’s Report

Achievements since 2010 Washington Summit: Nigeria
endorsed the Program of Action adopted at the Washington
summit and has been implementing measures in support of the
programme. In this regard Nigeria has recorded some success.

Regional and International Cooperation: Nigeria’s commitment
to global nuclear security extends her willingness to encourage
other African countries to participate at the South Korea
Summit as this would strengthen international efforts in
Nuclear Security, Safeguards, Export Control of Radioactive
Materials and Border Security.

Furthermore, Nigeria, China and USA has a tripartite meeting
in October 2011 at Abuja and agreed in principle to the Core
Conversion Programme of High Enriched Uranium (HEU) to
Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) of the Nigeria Research Reactor
(NIRR-1).
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2010 NSS Nigeria’s Report Cont.

Import-Export Control of Radioactive Material: In order to
further secure radioactive materials in Nigeria, Import and
Export of radioactive material have been restricted to only
Ports where there are detection capabilities. Frontline officers
from the NCS, NSCDC, NPF, SSS, NIS, FFS, FAAN, NPA and
Defence HQ of the Nigerian Armed Forces are been trained
locally by the NNRA since 2007.

Strengthening Physical Security of Radioactive Material: IAEA
donate a Radiation Portal Monitor (RPM) to Nigeria in April
2009, which was installed at the MMIA Export Terminal for
detection of radioactive sources and preventing illicit
trafficking in nuclear material and radioactive sources. The
equipment has since been commissioned and put into
operation.
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2010 NSS Nigeria’s Report Cont.

Legislative and Regulatory Framework: NNRA has

drafted the Nuclear Safety, Security and Safeguards (NSSS

Bill) which shall repeal the Nuclear Safety and Radiation

Protection Act 19 of 1995. This is to ensure fulfillment of

Nigeria’s international and national nuclear safety, security,

safeguards and radiation protection obligations.

It is also aimed at strengthening national capacity through

providing the enabling platform for regulatory control of

nuclear power plants in Nigeria.
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Seoul Nuclear Security Summit

With the anxieties over the nuclear activities of North
Korea and Iran, head of States from 53 countries
including six African countries; Algeria, Egypt,
Gabon, Morocco, Nigeria and South Africa and
representatives of the UN, IAEA, EU and
INTERPOL, convened from 26–27 March, 2012 and
attended the Nuclear Security Summit in Seoul, South
Korea.

At the meeting, several countries agreed to take
concrete steps to limit the use of highly enriched
uranium in civilian nuclear reactors.
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Countdown to the rocket launch
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Seoul Nuclear Security Summit Cont.
Reasons

To built on the understanding and commitments of the 47
countries that participated in the 2010 Washington
summit.

To secure nuclear materials against loss, theft, and misuse.

To minimize the use of highly enriched uranium (HEU);
which shall be enforced by 2014.

To protect nuclear materials against loss or theft during
transport and use.

To protect sensitive information, vital to the defense of
nuclear installations and materials, against theft and cyber
attacks.

To develop low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel for highly-
powered reactors around the world, which if successful,
reactors will not need uranium enrichment to nuclear
weapons grade.
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Seoul Nuclear Security Summit Cont.

Objectives

To enhance cooperative measures to combat nuclear

terrorism

To encourage protection of nuclear materials and other

related facilities

To prevent illicit trafficking
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Seoul Communiqué’

The world leaders in Seoul, South Korea issues a joint
communiqué at the closing session of the summit on 27th

March 2012, particularly noted the essential role of the
IAEA in facilitating international cooperation and
supporting the efforts of countries to fulfill their nuclear
security responsibilities.

The communiqué also noted the relationship between
nuclear security and nuclear safety, as demonstrated by the
Fukushima accident in March 2011, and called for
sustained efforts to globally address these tandem issues in
a coherent manner, that would help ensure the safe and
secure peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
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Seoul Communiqué Cont.

Global Nuclear Security Architecture: The communiqué
recognized the importance of multilateral instruments that
address nuclear security, such as the Convention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM), as
amended, and the International Convention for the Suppression
of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (ICSANT). It urged states to
accelerate approval of the amendments to the CPPNM, so as to
bring it into force by 2014.

Role of the IAEA: The communiqué reaffirms “the
essentials responsibility and role of the IAEA in
strengthening the international nuclear security
framework, and work to ensure that it continues to have
appropriate structure, resources and expertise needed to
support the implementation of Nuclear Security
objectives.
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Seoul Communiqué Cont.

Radioactive Sources: States are encourage to continue to work
towards the process of ratifying or acceding to the International
Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism
(ICSANT); reflect into national practices the relevant IAEA
Nuclear Security Series documents, the IAEA Code of Conduct
on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources and its
supplementary documents on the IAEA Guidance on the
Import and Export of Radioactive Sources.

Combating Illicit Trafficking: The communiqué encourage
action-oriented coordination among national capacities to
combat illicit trafficking, consistent with national laws and
regulations. It also encourages “States to participate in the
IAEA Illicit Trafficking Database program and to provide
necessary information relating to nuclear and other radioactive
materials outside regulatory control”
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Seoul Communiqué Cont.

 Nuclear Security and Safety: The communiqué affirm that, nuclear

security and safety measures should be designed, implemented and

managed in nuclear facilities in a coherent and synergistic manner. It

also affirm the need to maintain emergency preparedness, response

and mitigation capabilities in a manner that addresses the interface

between nuclear security and nuclear safety so that they will not be

compromised.

 Transportation Security: It promises to continuously enhance the

security of nuclear and other radioactive materials while in domestic

and international transport, and encourage States to share best

practices and cooperate in acquiring necessary technologies to this

end. Furthermore, the establishment of effective national nuclear

material inventory management and domestic trafficking mechanism

are encouraged, where required, that enables States to take

appropriate measures to recover lost and stolen materials.
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Success of  the summits and agreement to new

actions

The communiqué and specific commitments made by

participating governments, represent incremental

improvements in the world’s nuclear security on a number

of fronts.

The communiqué acknowledge the efforts made by

member states to replace weapons-grade uranium fuel

with low enrichment uranium.

Prompted by the accident at Fukushima, the communiqué

sent the message that there is a strong correlation between

nuclear security and nuclear safety.
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2014 Summit and Beyond
Netherlands is to host the 2014 nuclear security summit,

creating another opportunity to measure progress.

Participants are expected to make announcements about how
their country will contribute to nuclear security in intervening
years

An IAEA meeting on nuclear security is coming up on 2013.
Its advocates intend this event to bolster global nuclear security
“architecture” and “governance”.

A critical issue in the future will be funding, because absent of
money and political will, there is little low-hanging fruit left to
pick.

President Obama in his federal budget proposals for 2012,
included about $2.5 billion for international nuclear security
related items, an amount that dwarfs what other participants at
the summit are spending.
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Gaps in international support for nuclear 

security

Russia has been conspicuously absent from the
nuclear security forefront in some key areas.
Regardless of Russia’s huge inventory of nuclear
materials.

Russian nuclear industry and authorities are
supremely confident that a terrorist attack on a
Russian nuclear installation or one that uses stolen
Russian nuclear materials will not happen.

Russia operates many installations using highly
enriched uranium, but it declined in the run-up to the
summit to convert any of these to use low enriched
uranium.

Russia’s nuclear industry says the cost is prohibitive.
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Gaps in international support for nuclear 

security Cont. 

Western officials say Moscow’s lack of response is

consistent with its limited cooperation in international

efforts to halt nuclear smuggling.

The Navies of both the Unites States and Russia uses

highly enriched uranium to fuel their submarine fleets.

France has successfully switched to using low

enriched uranium for new submarine reactors.
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Challenges for Nuclear Security in Nigeria

Terrorists might smuggle a nuclear weapon across our

lightly-guarded stretches of borders, thus the need to

install monitoring equipment on the borders is paramount

In order to further secure our borders, frontline officers are

needed to be trained adequately

Development of regulatory framework to promote

Physical Protection of Nuclear Material as Nigeria is

considering to built Nuclear Power Plant
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Recommendations 

 NNRA should intensify on regulatory frameworks to

ensure the effective prosecution of, and the certainty of

punishment for, terrorists and those who facilitate such

acts

NNRA should improve on accounting, control, and

physical protection of nuclear material and radioactive

substance as well as security of nuclear facilities

The Government should monitor and suppress illicit

trafficking or other illicit activities involving such

materials, especially measures to prevent their acquisition

and use by terrorist
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